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Abstract: A strong, normal shock wave, terminating a local supersonic area on an airfoil (or

a helicopter blade), not only limits the aerodynamic performance, but also becomes a source of

High-Speed Impulsive (HSI) noise. The application of a passive control system (a cavity covered

by a perforated plate) on a rotor blade should reduce the noise created by the moving shock.

This article describes numerical investigations focused on the application of a passive control

device on a helicopter blade in high-speed transonic hover conditions to weaken the shock wave

– the main source of HSI noise.
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1. Introduction

In high-speed hover conditions the inflow Mach number close to the tip

of the helicopter rotor blade may reach values that give rise to unwanted

compressibility effects: transonic regions and strong shock waves. The movement

of the shock wave in space becomes a source of High-Speed Impulsive (HSI) noise,

which may completely dominate the acoustic signature of the rotor above a certain

tip Mach number. The situation is even worse for a forward-flying helicopter. Due

to the imbalance of the inflow conditions between the advancing and retreating

sides of the rotor the shock wave changes its strength also in time, leading to

additional pressure pulsations that propagate to the far-field and increase the

noise felt by the observer on the ground.

2. Passive shock wave control by wall perforation

The passive shock wave – boundary layer interaction control using per-

forated plates was intensively investigated in the research projects Euroshock I
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and II. In some specific conditions the application of perforation resulted in im-

proved aerodynamic performance of the airfoil. However, another attitude towards

airfoil performance has to be considered in respect to the rotor blade of a heli-

copter in high-speed hover and forward flight conditions. Here, the most negative

effect is the generation of a shock wave, which is responsible for High-Speed Im-

pulsive noise. To reduce the shock intensity (and noise) a cavity with a perforated

plate may be located under the shock (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Classical passive control of shock wave on NACA0012 airfoil

The placement of an empty cavity covered by a perforated surface beneath

the shock leads to a significant change of the flow structure and occurrence of

a transpiration flow through the plate. This method of control is passive and does

not require any external supply of energy. Upstream of the shock wave the pressure

in the cavity is higher than in the main flow-field, leading to blowing into the main

stream. An opposite situation occurs downstream of the shock wave where a lower

pressure in the cavity induces suction. The blowing is felt by the main stream as

a ramp (or a bump) leading to a generation of a front oblique shock wave which

intersects the main shock creating a large λ-foot structure. The induced suction

of the boundary layer downstream of the main shock is not sufficient to remove

the disturbing effect of blowing. The outcome of this method is a balance between

increased viscous losses (because of perforation roughness and the appearance of

a flow separation) and decreased shock losses (due to replacement of the strong,

normal shock by a weaker λ-foot structure).

A new passive method of HSI noise reduction by shock wave smearing has

already been proposed and tested numerically by 2d CFD in [1]. This method

is based on the application of a relatively long cavity covered by a perforated
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plate beneath the shock wave. The resulting flow recirculation through the cavity

leads to the substitution of the strong normal shock by a more gradual (weaker)

compression reflecting between the surface of the blade and the edge of the

supersonic region, hence reducing the pressure gradients above the surface of

the airfoil – the main source of HSI noise. Figure 2 presents this effect simulated

in the curved channel of the University of Karlsruhe with the shock upstream

Mach number of 1.32 and the plate of 8.2% porosity. The convex wall allows the

development of a local supersonic region terminated by a shock wave. A similar

pattern is commonly found on airfoils or helicopter rotor blades.

Figure 2. Extended passive control of the shock wave in a nozzle, no control (upper)

and with control (lower) [1]

3. Caradonna-Tung rotor in high-speed hover

For testing purposes of a new HSI noise reducing method the Caradonna-

Tung (C-T) model helicopter rotor, very well known in the rotorcraft world, [2]

was simulated in high-speed transonic hover conditions with the tip Mach number

of MaT =0.877, the tip Reynolds number of ReT =3.931 ·10
6 and the collective of
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Θ=8◦, which guaranteed a supersonic flow and strong shock waves at the outer

30% of the blade span.

The model rotor consists of two rectangular, untwisted and untapered

NACA0012 rigid blades mounted on a tall column located in a large chamber

(see Figure 3). The aspect ratio of the rotor is AR = 6, constant chord length

c=0.1905m and diameter 2R=2.286m. The pressure distributions were measured

at 5 cross sections of the blade and the tip vortex trajectory was extracted using

a hot-wire technique at NASA for a “clean” rotor (without passive control). There

is no experimental data available for the rotor equipped with a passive cavity.

This analysis is based purely on CFD predictions.

Figure 3. Experimental set-up of Caradonna-Tung two-bladed model rotor in hover [2]

The computational domain of the C-T rotor is subdivided into 80 structured

blocks (Figure 4) with a C-topology in streamwise and H-topology in normal and

spanwise directions. Notice the location of the perforated plate close to the tip

at the outer 20% of the blade span. The passive device is placed on the upper

surface between 10% and 65% of the chord (with a length of 0.55c). The porosity

value of the plate is 5%. The flow field of the hovering rotor is quasi steady with
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Figure 4. Multi-block topology for a single blade of the Caradonna-Tung rotor

respect to the blade and periodic in nature – only one blade needs to be accounted

for, decreasing the time requirements for the simulation.

The base computational body-fitted structured grid of 5.7 million volumes

per blade (used in [3]) was refined locally by increasing twice the number of cells

in each direction within two important grid blocks containing a whole region of

a transonic flow and shock-boundary layer interaction (using an inter-block non-

matching connection). It resulted in a mesh having 6.3 million of volumes per

blade for a more accurate flow solution.

The computational domain is surrounded by boundary conditions of

4 types: viscous and inviscid walls, rotational periodicity and pressure inlet/outlet

implemented in the SPARC code from the University of Karlsruhe [4]. The un-

steady RANS simulation using the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model was pro-

gressed in time using the 1st order implicit dual time stepping approach with

a time step of ∆t= 2 ·10−3 s giving approximately 62 time steps per one period

of rotation (5.8◦ per 1 time step). The fully turbulent unsteady simulation of the

flow field of the C-T rotor in high speed hover requires approximately 44 rotor

revolutions on the finest grid to fully develop the complex wake, tip vortices and

their interaction with the blades and reach a quasi-steady solution (“clean” blade

wake – Figure 5). Thrust coefficient CT and drag coefficient CD exhibit only small

scale oscillations with a mean value independent on time.

The simulated flow-filed of the “clean” hovering rotor (without a passive

control device) proved to match quite well the experimental data for thrust,

spanwise loading, tip-vortex location and pressure distributions (see more details

in [3]). A simulation of the flow with suction and blowing trough the wall requires

application of a transpiration flow model. The Bohning/Doerffer law [5] was

implemented into the SPARC code and verified against various experimental data

obtained in the presence of wall transpiration [6].
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Figure 5. Isosurface of vorticity, aerodynamic wake of ”clean” Caradonna-Tung rotor [3]

Figure 6. Map of Mach number at r/R=0.89, no control (upper) and with control (lower)
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For the “clean” blade the experimental value of CT =0.00473 is underpre-

dicted only by 0.7% and equal to CT = 0.00476. The collective angle Θ of the

rotor with passive control had to be corrected (increased) in order to regain the

lift lost due to the transpiration flow (by approx. ∆Θ≈ 0.25◦) to give the same

thrust force as the “clean” rotor CT = 0.00476. Unfortunately, the total drag of

the rotor increased by 13%. It was the net cost of the application of the noise

reducing passive control device.

The effect of passive control is severe for this set-up (Figure 6). The Mach

number contour maps at the radial location of r/R=0.89 reveal that the strong,

normal shock wave (upper) is substituted by a very gradual compression reflecting

between the surface of the blade and the edge of the supersonic region (lower). At

this cross section the maximum Mach number is reduced from Ma=1.38 down to

Ma=1.24 keeping the same “clean” rotor thrust.

The boundary layer is strongly disturbed by blowing, leading to the

intensification of the shock-induced separation, which turns into an increase in

the viscous drag force for the rotor that cannot be outbalanced by the almost

eliminated wave drag.

A detailed insight into the flow-filed behaviour may be obtained by com-

paring the pressure coefficient CP distribution with the experimental data for the

“clean” rotor (the black dot and line) and for the rotor equipped with a pas-

sive control device (the red line) at a cross-section close to the tip of the blade

(r/R=0.89) at the location with the strongest shock wave (Figure 7).

The overall agreement with the experimental data for the “clean” rotor is

satisfactory. It is worth noticing that the shock location is predicted correctly

in accordance with the measurements, which is essential for the perforated wall

boundary condition to work properly.

Figure 7. CP distribution at r/R=0.89
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Figure 8. Delocalization phenomenon, no control (upper) and with control (lower)

Figure 9. Time history of pressure at r/R=0.89 and 0.15c above the rotor plane
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The effect of passive control is clearly visible – the strong, normal shock

wave (the black line) is smoothed away, disintegrated and interchanged with a very

gradual (weak) compression above the rotor blade surface (the red line). This

smearing of the shock wave must have a large impact on the source of HSI noise

leaving a significant potential for its reduction.

It has been observed in the hovering rotor experiments that there exists

a certain tip Mach number above which the HSI noise increases dramatically

(depending on the blade shape and collective angle). It is exactly when a local

supersonic pocket at the blade tip develops and reaches the sonic cylinder –

an imaginary location of Ma = 1 due to rotation (green surface in Figure 8).

This critical state is illustrated in the upper figure for the “clean” rotor under

investigation. It is evident that when passive control is applied (lower figure) the

supersonic flow extent is reduced and hence the pocket is detached from the sonic

cylinder, which must have a direct impact on the aerodynamic noise generated by

the shock wave.

Apart from the pressure distribution at the rotor blade surface the unsteady

behaviour of static pressure just above the wall (in the flow volume) has its

significant contribution to the HSI noise. To quantify the HSI noise reduction level

by application of passive control the time dependant pressure signals are compared

in Figure 9 for the “clean” rotor and for the rotor equipped with a passive control

device at the location close to the tip of the blade (r/R=0.89 and 0.15c above the

rotor plane). The method reduced the peak pressure by 30%, limiting the extent

of the shock induced HSI noise.

4. Conclusions

The numerical results confirm that the application of passive control of the

shock wave by wall perforation to the reduction of the HSI noise generated by

a helicopter rotor in hover is effective. The perforation reduced substantially the

main source of HSI noise – pressure fluctuations due to presence of the shock

waves (for more details see [7]).
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